
pablo

designed by 
Claudio Bellini

The joyfulness and generosity of 
Mediterranean culture translates 
into a versatile seating system 
with a welcoming familiar 
design. Playing with heights and 
geometrical shapes, the armrests 
have been elevated with satin-finish 
metal rings on both ends, matching 
the feet in the same finish.



features

by Claudio Bellini 
Pablo allows you to adjust the 
backrests to varying heights, 
guaranteeing the utmost in comfort 
without compromising  
its modern style.
The slender elegant armrests have 
been elevated with pewter satin-
finish metal rings on both ends, 
matching the feet which have the 
same finish.
Delivering a warranty of the utmost 
flexibility, it boasts various possible 
layouts and there is also the option 
of adding a grey-lacquered wooden 
top, a coffee table with a top in 
extra-white tempered glass and a 
pewter metal shaft, thus offering 
extraordinary levels of functionality.

Padding
Premium certified polyurethane 
fillings which are synonymous with 
respect for the environment, well-
being and health for end consumers 
and quality standards that will stand 
the test of time. 

Coverings
Coverings available in a wide range of 
fabrics and leather.

Feet height
17.0 cm | 6.7’’

Feet available in  
pewter



Here are some 
suggested arrangements.



With its weight-bearing 
asymmetrical leg in 
innovative concrete-effect 
Bio-mortar, a top with 
a wooden finish and a 
gleaming metal base, Ombra 
bespeaks its exquisite 
workmanship. A table 
suitable for both modern 
living, dining, and office 
spaces with a strong identity.

ombra Ombra dining table shown with a 
pewter steel base, asymmetrical 
frame covered in light-grey concrete-
coloured decorative bio-Mortar and a 
top in tobacco-brown ash wood. 
L240 P120 H75 cm 
L 94,4’’ P47,2’’ H 29,53’’ 

Vesta chair. 
Dami pendant lamp. 
Fortuna sideboard.
Gino Donvito painting.
Sophia B rug.



Like a droplet of dew on 
spring blossoms. The 
sleek and sophisticated 
stylishness of Frost.  
 
Frost coffee table shown 
with grey fossena marble, 
pewter metal frame and 
extra-clear glass top. 

frost



Seat units finished on all 
sides so that they can 
stand alone in various 
settings throughout the 
house. 

pablo

Claudio Bellini lives and works 
in Milan, the city of design. His 
creative streak was evident from 
early childhood, thanks to the 
work of his father, Mario Bellini 
a esteemed figure in the Italian 
design scenario and a great 
source of inspiration for him. The 
Claudio Bellini Design studio was 
founded in 1996 and, since the 
outset, its activities focused on 
research, new technologies, and 
creative processes.
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